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Vision
To be a leader in providing professional volunteer fire
services

Mission
Committed to the safety of citizens through fire
prevention, education, accessibility, and emergency
response.

Values
Courage, Integrity, Service, Community

Introduction
Beiseker Fire Department re-opened
on 1 January 2021. It provides fire
suppression, fire prevention, rescue
and medical first response to the
Village
of Beiseker and surrounding area
through an agreement with Rocky
View County.

The station is manned 24 hours per day on all days
through the generous support
of numerous volunteers who take time away from
their everyday lives to train
and respond to emergencies. The BFD responds
with three apparatus, an engine,
rescue, or tender based on the nature of the call.

Overall, in calendar year 2021,
firefighters volunteered 34 488 man
hours to provide around the clock
emergency response to the residents
of Beiseker and the surrounding
area.

Members and Training

Number

Position

1

Chief

1

Deputy Chief

1

Chaplain

1

Tender Driver

14

Captains

66

Firefighters

84

Total

Of these
members, qualifications include:
31x Members
qualified to NFPA 1001 Standard for Professional Firefighters
(Proboard and IFSAC)
13x Members
qualified as Primary Care Paramedics
22x Members
Qualified as Emergency Medical Responders
16x Members
qualified as either Advanced First Aid or Medical First
Responder

Other qualification held by members of
the department include NFPA 1006 High
Angle Rescue, 1002 pump operator, 1041
Fire Service Instructor, 1031 Fire
Inspector, 1035 Fire and Life Safety
Educator, 1002 Arial Apparatus Operator,
1021 Fire Officer, and 472/1072
Hazardous Material Operations
(Proboard and IFSAC).
With the support of the International
Fire Services Training Association
(IFSTA), the
BFD currently delivers industry standard
training in the following areas for
internal qualification (not tested for
certification by Municipal Affairs):
1001 Firefighter Level 1&2
1002 Pump Operator
1041 Fire Service Instructor
1021 Fire officer
Principles of Vehicle Extrication
Structural Fire Initial Response and
Strategy
Fire Service Hydraulics and Water
Supply
As well, the BFD was able to facilitate
two serials of Advanced First Aid for
members, qualifying 14 individuls.
Additionally, structured medical training
and fire training occurs on each shift to
ensure all firefighters are adequately
prepared to respond to emergencies.

Staffing
In Rocky View County a fully staffed engine is
considered to have four firefighters. On 68%
percent of shifts BFD possessed the capabliity
to meet this with staff at the hall only. This
rises to 90% with the addition of respond
from home members on call . The fire hall
was staffed to capacity (5 FFs) 38% of the
time. On 100% of days, crews were staffed to
a level to respond to any emergency within
the village, or to send a rescue truck
or tender into the county.
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The Beiseker Fire Department conducted 51
runs over 2021. Of these, 20 runs
occurred in Rocky View County, and 31 runs
occurred within the village. While
the majority of calls are related to medical
assistance, the BFD also responded
to the following:
1x Vehicle Fire
6x Motor Vehicle Collision
3x Outside Fire
2x Structure Fire
2x Gas leak/ Odour
4x Brush/grass fire
1x Explosion

Budget 2021

As per the detailed breakdown above, Beiseker Fire Department brought in 8410.00 in 2021,
and expended 62 594.75, with a net cost of 54 184.75. This works out to the
provision of fire services for $66.16 per resident of the village. Additional funding was provided by the
generous support of the community and organizations:
$5000 from Beiseker Chamber Commerce for
Primary Care Paramedic Program
$1000 from Cooperators Insurance for fire
equipment
$40000 from Calgary Foundation for purchase of
bunker gear
$12000
(possible) in additional grants for the purchase of fire equipment
$1000 raised by firefighter’s bottle drive

Looking Toward 2022
The outlook
for 2022 is optimistic. As the BFD was
restricted to the village for the first
four months of 2021, the BFD anticipates
greater revenue from county and
highway calls in calendar year 2022. As well,
2022 will see the introduction of
a structured fire training curriculum to
standardize on shift training across
all captains. Furthermore, summer 2022 will
see the completion of BFD’s in
house 1001 course with certification testing
and live fire training being
carried out in partnership with Olds Fire
Department.

This will allow BFD to
qualify 20 firefighters to IFSAC and Proboard
standards of Professional
Firefighter. It will also allow BFD to retain
those newly trained firefighters
for one year post testing. In early 2022, BFD
will be moving medical response
capabilities to the Primary Care Paramedic
level under the Alberta Medical
First Response Program. Current level of
service is emergency medical
responder.

Looking Toward 2022
During the
majority of 2021, Covid restrictions prevented
many community engagement activities
that would otherwise have occurred. BFD is
hopeful that 2022 will allow us to
conduct evets such pancake breakfasts,
school visits, smoke detector checks, blood
pressure clinics and open houses. It should
be noted however, that as Station
130 is a community resource, no member of
the community will ever be turned away
provided they adhere to public health
guidelines.

Of
immediate concern is the state of BFD’s
vehicle extrication tools. These tools
were donated by STARS air ambulance in the
1990’s and demonstrated on a recent
call that they are inadequate to ensure the
safe and timely extrication of
those who become trapped in a vehicle.
While fundraising is a viable option to
offset the cost of long term project such as
SCBA bottles or replacement
apparatus, the immediacy of this issue
precludes the time and uncertainty
associated with grants and fundraising.

The Beiseker Fire Department would like to thank Mayor and
Council for their support as well as several community groups and
the residents of the village. Your ongoing interest in the safety of
your community allows the BFD to continue in its goals of ensuring
that the village of Beiseker receives the best possible emergency
response and planning.
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